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The problem of nasal pathologies is currently one of the most urgent disease needed treatment in the world. The surgery planning for these pathologies without the use of computed tomography (CT) and modern computer technology is very difficult. Lack of informative diagnostic methods does not allow adequate therapy, as well as to implement and use in developed countries accepted standards of treatment. This urgent task is to find out the most important and informative diagnostic features allowing to identify specific pathology with the maximum degree of probability [1-3].

One of the known quantitative diagnostic methods which are used during work with medical images (X-ray, X-ray CT, MRI) is analysis of densitographic data representing the profile of distribution of intensity (brightness) along a defined path [4, 5]. Normally densitogram of paired organs is characterized by spatial symmetry with small deviations related to individual anatomical variability. For certain pathologies (inflammatory, neoplastic, injuries) is a violation of the spatial symmetry, so it is possible to determine the nature and severity of the disease by analysis of degree of these violations.

Currently, there is a trend towards greater automation of the basic routine operations performed by a specialist. The computer at the same time allows the expert report only extended, additional diagnostic information and is not involved in the complex process of formation of the diagnosis. Therefore, the aim of this work is the development of methods, algorithms and software for the diagnosis of chronic sinusitis by use of CT.
I developed algorithms for pre-processing of CT image for the diagnosis of chronic sinusitis. The greatest attention is paid to the development of the algorithm for post-processing of CT-densitogram (fig. 2).

Fig. 2 - Choice of the path AB on CT and densitogram along AB

The analysis of properties of CT images showed the necessity of use averaging filtering algorithms that allow eliminate pulse noise with little blurring contours of objects. Prior to the densitometric analysis is necessary to draw average densitogram and eliminate minor local extrema.

To determine the geometrical characteristics of the damaged areas and structures of paired organs by use of densitogram I propose an algorithm based on the analysis of symmetric parts of densitogram.

The presence of chronic sinusitis can be detected by calculation of the thickness of the mucosa of the maxillary sinus. If the thickness of the mucosa significantly exceed 5 mm in a few weeks, it is possible to verify the presence of a chronic process, especially when full occlusion is in the sinuses fistulae.

The result of the development of special graphical software allows perform pre-processing of tomographic data, drawing and automated analysis of CT-densitogram which increases the diagnostic value of the method of densitometry, particularly in determining the signs of chronic sinusitis.
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